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Dear Sir/Madam,Dear Sir/Madam,

I am the investor of Westlake Chemical Partners LP (WLKP)I am the investor of Westlake Chemical Partners LP (WLKP)

and I have huge losses on WLKP stock due to theand I have huge losses on WLKP stock due to the

announcement of IRS proposed regulations. This is not fairannouncement of IRS proposed regulations. This is not fair

to WLKP investor like myself. My family and I have sufferedto WLKP investor like myself. My family and I have suffered

tremendously from this announcement.tremendously from this announcement.

I could not understand how IRS could promise WestlakeI could not understand how IRS could promise Westlake

Chemical Partnership 9 months ago that Westlake ChemicalChemical Partnership 9 months ago that Westlake Chemical

Partnership could have an IPO, and within 9 months thatPartnership could have an IPO, and within 9 months that

IRS wants to reverse its own decision?I believe it took a lotIRS wants to reverse its own decision?I believe it took a lot

of time for IRS to be very carefully making a decision andof time for IRS to be very carefully making a decision and

made the promise, and how can IRS break the promise inmade the promise, and how can IRS break the promise in

just 9 months?This is not fair to WLKP investors byjust 9 months?This is not fair to WLKP investors by

changing the ruling after the fact. The stock price droppedchanging the ruling after the fact. The stock price dropped

30% in just 2 days. It continued to drop after that.30% in just 2 days. It continued to drop after that.

I believe IRS should keep the promise and let WLKPI believe IRS should keep the promise and let WLKP

continue to exist forever. Fairness is an essential element incontinue to exist forever. Fairness is an essential element in

the stock market. I chose WLKP to invest because WLKP isthe stock market. I chose WLKP to invest because WLKP is

an excellent company. IRS's announcement is a disaster toan excellent company. IRS's announcement is a disaster to

an excellent company and all the investors. When IRSan excellent company and all the investors. When IRS

promised something, it needs to keep the promise. A simplepromised something, it needs to keep the promise. A simple

change by IRS is a disaster and nightmare to so manychange by IRS is a disaster and nightmare to so many

families and individuals who invested in WLKP.families and individuals who invested in WLKP.

We are the victims of such IRS announcement, which isWe are the victims of such IRS announcement, which is

absolutely not fair to WLKP investors.absolutely not fair to WLKP investors.

Please do something to help us.Please do something to help us.

Sincerely,Sincerely,
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